Instructions

Cooperative Game

Forever Friends

Gene Friends

Braggart Games:

Look for these other great games:

Axle City Adventure
Hamster Heaven
Monsters from Outer Space

Winning the Game:

is taken.

Players win when they successfully decorate all four (4) jewels on the Magic Carpet Space after he/she has gone around the Game Board once. No action goes on the Magic Carpet Space after he/she has

2 to 4 Players

Agres 3 and Up

 kommunicom

972-77

www.arbygame.com

Games and Puzzles at
See our entire line of
Jewel Pie and pieces are on his/her Magic Carpet Card.

If a player lands on a space, they must do one of the following:
- Jewel Pie: Player collects a Jewel from the Jewel Pie.
- Wish Space: Player takes the Flip Token and loses it.
- Genie Space: The player gives one (1) Jewel.
- Wish/Space: Player takes the Flip Token and loses it.
- Jewel Pie: Player collects a Jewel from the Jewel Pie.

When a player lands on a space, they must do one of the following:
- Jewel Pie: Player collects a Jewel from the Jewel Pie.
- Wish Space: Player takes the Flip Token and loses it.
- Genie Space: The player gives one (1) Jewel.
- Wish/Space: Player takes the Flip Token and loses it.
- Jewel Pie: Player collects a Jewel from the Jewel Pie.

Set-Up:
1. Place all the Flip Tokens and Playing Pieces on the game board.
2. Each player selects a Playing Piece and places it in the center of the left part of the game board.
3. Each player draws 32 Jewels.
4. Punch out all the Playing Pieces and place each Playing Piece on the game board.
5. Each player moves to the Magic Carpet Card and places it in front of the knead.
6. Each player places their Playing Piece on the game board.

How to Play:
- Place the Jewel Pie Token on a location that is easily accessible.
- Each player takes one Magic Carpet Card and places it in front of the game board.
- Each player selects a Playing Piece and places it on the game board.
- Punch out all the Playing Pieces and place each Playing Piece on the game board.
- Each player draws 32 Jewels.

Objective of the Game:
Players help Shimmer, Shiner, Pica, and Rinal decorate a beautiful garden. Shimmer is a girl and her best friend, Lel."